
LEVERAGING CODE 
SIGNING BEST PRACTICES
FOR THE ENTERPRISE



Back in the day, people used to purchase “shrink-wrapped” software CDs from the store and were 
able to determine who published the software and whether or not the package had been tampered 
with or opened. Today, with the pervasive use of the internet, code signing acts as a “virtual 
shrinkwrap” for distributing software.

And with the need for code signing increasing, so has its complexity. The release of more and more 
software, adoption of agile development methods and microservices, and the increased use of 
firmware and software operating many millions of IoT/network infrastructure hardware, for example, 
make code signing implementation more complex.

When organizations fail to implement secure code signing practices, they increase the risk of 
attacks whose impact can be costly and often irreparable:

Costs. Due to IT, security, support and other staff resources that are needed to respond to the 
attack, the replacement of compromised code signing keys and certificates can be costly. If an 
attacker uses code signing weaknesses to infiltrate malware into hardware devices deployed in 
the field, the cost of hardware recalls, compensation and litigation costs can be immense.

Loss of trust and reputation. If an attacker signs malware under the organization’s certificate, 
disguising it as legitimate software to increase its reach and impact, the organization will suffer 
from its association with the malware. Concerning software operating hardware, the potential 
damage can be immense: attackers can make potentially millions of devices instantly unusable, 
hurt people’s lives, or irreparably compromise people’s privacy. The consequences can be 
devastating to the company’s brand.

Loss of revenue. Due to brand damage (customers opt not to buy), and/or due to software 
counterfeiting and intellectual property theft (customers believe they are buying legitimate 
software).
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Code signing – a critical tool for trusted
software distribution

The consequences of poor code
signing implementation

ATTACKERS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY ADEPT AT COMPROMISING CODE
SIGNING KEYS TO SIGN MALWARE
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The Stuxnet worm (2010 - targeted Iran's nuclear 
program) was the first known case where legitimate 
digital certificates (from known chipset vendors JMicron 
and Realtek, issued by Verisign) were compromised and 
used to certify malware.

According to a 2018 Ponemon Institute report, 
organizations experienced an average of nearly 4 code 
signing certificate and key misuse incidents in two years, 
costing an average of $15 million.

In 2017, researchers identified 189 malware instances 
bearing valid signatures.

Code signing vulnerabilities 
in the spotlight:

Examples of organizations 
that have suffered code 
signing certificate and key 
compromise:

Opera Software had a code 
signing key stolen in an 
infrastructure attack in 2013. As a 
result, Opera needed to update its 
product line with new certificates.

Hackers breached an Adobe code 
build server and used Adobe’s 
code signing infrastructure to sign 
their malware. The subsequent 
certificate revocation badly 
affected users using three 
popular Adobe applications.

The Sony Pictures 
Entertainment hack 

revealed in 2014 resulted in the 
leakage of hundreds of keys and 
certificates, including at least one 
code signing key. Sony was 
criticized for not immediately 
revoking the stolen certificates.

STUXNET WORM

MALWARE INSTANCES

COST OF KEY MISUSE



By moving to a central code signing solution, enterprises can achieve:

Code signing key protection when keys are centrally managed and securely stored in an HSM or 
vHSM, the risk of theft or unauthorized key usage dramatically decreases.

Ease of use with a central solution, all development teams across the organization can benefit 
from the same tools to easily and securely sign code, including advanced features such as 
automated certificate enrollment and signing processes for different file types and platforms.

Policy & audit compliance a central code signing solution also makes it easier to implement and 
enforce security policies consistently, audit usage of code signing keys, and provide better 
transparency of who signed what code.

The biggest security challenge with code signing is the protection of the private signing key 
associated with the code signing certificate. If a key is compromised, it can be used to sign malware 
in the guise of legitimate software which leads to great risk. Furthermore, once the compromise is 
discovered, the certificate loses trust and value, jeopardizing the software that has already been 
signed with it.
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Need for an enterprise-grade secure 
code signing solution

Code signing best practices

Most software vendors and hardware manufacturers recognize the need for code 
signing, yet the challenge remains how to implement and deploy efciently and securely.

Given that the globe is experiencing an all-time high of cybercrime, with attacks 
occurring every 39 seconds, and those attacks incurring major financial and brand 
reputation costs, organizations must do whatever it takes to gain people’s trust.

Code signing, when done right, is one of the most potent cyber-security weapons 
the industry has at its disposal to mitigate risks and protect integrity and trust.

https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/87787-hackers-attack-every-39-seconds
https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/87787-hackers-attack-every-39-seconds


Given the reality in many organizations of diverse IT infrastructure and dispersed development teams, 
centralized management of code signing tools and keys is no trivial task. However, central 
management is much needed to reduce risk through consistent organization-wide enforcement of 
good code signing practices, and the ability to pinpoint and address attacks faster should they occur.

Centralize code signing management across 
your organization

Key exfiltration is a major threat – and very alluring to hackers - because it gives the greatest degree 
of freedom to sign any code anywhere. A recent study found code signing certificates for sale on the 
dark web, priced at up to $1,200 per certificate, higher than guns or passports – an indicator of the 
demand for code signing certificates for illicit use.

Use robust key protection and management solutions. These solutions help ensure 
that attackers cannot get hold of valuable private keys. Choose solutions that are easy to deploy, 
administer and scale for use across globally dispersed teams. Streamline operations like key backup 
and high availability. Use Virtual HSM which gives flexibility and hardware-level security and does not 
require the purchase of more hardware for every site, team, and function (high availability, secure 
backup, dev/staging).

Control your keys. Placing your keys in the cloud, even with the most trusted vendors, reduces 
your control and introduces risk. Keys placed on endpoint devices are even harder to control. Take 
careful consideration of the level of control you have for all your keys: What level of visibility do you 
have as to key access and usage? How quickly can you revoke or delete keys when needed? What 
lifecycle management capabilities do you have? Is there a key backup and how is it protected?

Keys do not have to be moved or stolen to be compromised. Attackers can misuse code signing keys 
by breaching other systems in the development infrastructure, such as a build server or signing 
server, to submit malware for signing. IT security measures such as network access controls and 
segmentation reduce risk of such attacks. Implement advanced signing key protection methods to 
further reduce risk of key misuse:

Closely monitor code signing key operations. A comprehensive real-time log of all 
operations including the users who originated them, coupled with active monitoring, can help 
quickly identify the source and mitigate attacks.
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Best practices for code signing 
implementation include:
Protect confidentiality of code signing keys

Protect usage of signing keys



As software becomes ubiquitous in our everyday interactions, organizations must adopt stronger and 
more robust code signing methods to safeguard software from being corrupted and bring appropriate 
governance to software-publishing practices, vital to an overarching effective cyber-security strategy.

Integrate with existing processes and tools. Making code signing an easy integrated part 
of the software development lifecycle (and specifically DevOps) will increase uptake and efficiency for 
developers.

Simplify and automate where possible. Look for solutions that offer automated processes 
built-in, integrate with external tools and services, and offer APIs for custom integration and 
development.

Learn more about how Unbound can help your 
organization implement secure code signing

Unbound Tech
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Centralize key management across on-premises and cloud environments.

Implement certifcate lifecycle management. Look for tools that allow you to manage and 
automate certificate generation and renewal, and track certificate expiry.

Flexible support for code file formats and platforms. The ability to apply secure code 
signing consistently to multiple file types and platforms used across your organization (including 
software, firmware, virtual machines and containers), and adapt quickly to changing requirements, 
will help reduce and manage risk.

Flexible support for CAs. The ability to work with different CAs helps to address different 
signing needs (e.g. internal CA for code testing environments and public CA for release 
environments), as well as the flexibility to change CAs for operational considerations or in case a 
security issue is exposed with a CA you work with.

Crypto-agile key management. The ability to quickly adopt new cryptographic algorithms to 
support changing requirements or discovered security flaws is critical given the fast-paced digital IT 
environment and increasingly challenging threat landscape.
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Build agility and flexibility into your 
signing environment

Make code signing a natural part of the 
development workfow

REQUEST A DEMO

https://info.unboundtech.com/schedule-a-demo-v2-0
https://twitter.com/UnboundTech_
https://www.facebook.com/unbound.vHSM.tech/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unbound-tech/



